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Appeal against a decision handed down by Deputy President Wells on 11/04/13 – T13954 of 2012 – translation process – classification resolution process - classification descriptors – statement of duties – role of Commission in determining classification disputes - ‘best fit’ – appeal dismissed - order issued


This is an appeal by the Minister administering the State Service Act (MASSA) pursuant to section 70(1)(b) of the Industrial Relations Act 1984 (the Act) against a decision of Deputy President Wells (T13954) issued on 11 April 2013.

The matter before the Deputy President was an application pursuant to s29 of the Act by the Health Services Union of Tasmania, Tasmania No I Branch (HSUA) arising out of the translation review process for Mr Ian Norris as contained in Appendix 1 of the Health and Human Services (Tasmanian State Service) Award (the award).

Background

Mr Norris is (and was at the relevant time) employed in the Southern Tasmanian Health Organisation - Food Services in the position of Operational Manager. Following an internal review process, the role was classified at Band 5 of the General Stream.

The applicant referred the matter to the TIC seeking to have to role classified at Band 6.

At para 213 the Deputy President made a finding in favour of the applicant and issued the following order:

“Accordingly I find that the overall ‘theme’ or ‘feel’ of the role of Operational Manager pursuant to the award classification descriptors is Band 6.

Order

Pursuant to s31(1) of the Act I hereby order that the position of Operational Manager, Southern Tasmanian Health Organisation, Food Services be classified at Band 6 of the Health and Human Services (Tasmanian State Service) Award and that Mr Ian Norris be translated to Band 6 of that award, effective from the date of the first full pay period on or after 5 March 2009.”

On 27 May 2013 the Full Bench suspended the order pursuant to s71(4A) of the Act and issued directions for the hearing of the appeal. The decision foreshadowed that, in the event that the Deputy President’s decision is confirmed, interest will be payable. 

Ground 1

The Deputy President has made a legal error in determining that the classification of the duties performed by the applicant is Band 6 of the General Stream of the Health and Human Services (Tasmanian State Service) Award when the weight of evidence clearly does not support this conclusion.

In part this ground summarises the grounds of appeal that follow. We deal with each of these grounds as they arise.

There is a separate contention relating to the legal capacity of the Deputy President to make an order in the terms published in the decision.

The appellant contends that the reference to ‘position’ is misconceived.

The term ‘position’ is defined under the State service Act 2000 (SSA) as meaning an allocation of duties in accordance with section 34(1)(c).

Section 34 of the SSA relevantly reads:

“(1) Subject to any Employment Direction, the functions of a Head of Agency are – 
(a) to ensure that the Agency is operated as effectively, efficiently and economically as is practicable; and
(b) to determine duties to be performed by employees in that Agency; and
(c) to allocate duties to positions in that Agency and to vary such duties; and
(d) to assign a classification to duties to be performed in that Agency and to vary such a classification – 
(i) in accordance with award requirements; and
(ii) in accordance with classification standards and procedures determined by the Employer or, where no such standards or procedures have been determined, with the approval of the Employer; and
(e) to assign duties to each employee within that Agency and to vary those duties; and
(f) to ensure that the services of employees in that Agency are used as effectively and efficiently as is practicable; and …”

The appellant submits that the term ‘position’ is related to the design and administration of an organization and is unrelated to the assignment of duties to an employee. Mr Norris does not, therefore, have or occupy a position. Further:

“It is consequently not open to order something that does not apply to be classified at Band 6 or any other classification. It is not open to the TIC to order a Head of Agency to classify a role at particular level. It is equally not open to order “that Mr Ian Norris be translated to Band 6 of that (HaHSA) award” or any other award, as “Mr Norris” has no identity or status that is classifiable according to an industrial award.”

The appellant contends that the Order made in the decision is not capable of being enacted as it is prescribed and is therefore ultra vires the Act.

The respondent referred to the powers available under s30 of the Act and cited the observations of Blow J in Blue Ribbon: Blue Ribbon Products Pty Ltd v Tasmanian Industrial Commission (No2) [2004] TASSC 28 - 29/3/2004
	

“The language of the relevant provisions of the Act could hardly be wider.  I refer in particular to s. 31(1) which requires the Commissioner presiding at a hearing under s. 29, if he or she is of the opinion “that anything should be required to be done, or that any action should be required to be taken, for the purposes of….settling the industrial dispute in respect of which the hearing was convened”, to direct that that thing is to be done or that action is to be taken”. I also refer particularly to the requirement of s. 20(1)(a) that the Commission “act according to equity, good conscience, and the merits of the case without regard to technicalities or legal forms”; to the requirement ofs.20(1)9(B) that the Commission “do such things as appear to it to be right and proper….for preventing and settling industrial disputes”; and to flexible procedural provisions to be found in ss. 21(1), (2) and 20(3), to which I will refer again later.

And at 44:

“I think that Parliament intended s. 21(1) to operate very widely in its scope, and to enable orders to be made imposing requirements to take positive action upon such persons or entities as commissioners think appropriate to the circumstances of particular cases, provided only that there must be some industrial character to anything required to be done or action required to be taken.” 

The respondent submits that the prevailing law gives the Commission wide powers to make Orders and this, expressly, protects against a narrow and pedantic approach when making an order. Further:

“8. In the plain, natural and ordinary lexicon of employment or industrial relations it is a common to describe the post, role or job a person is place in employment as their ‘position’ – in fact it is unusual to describe where a person sits in their employment in any other way.  We would argue that Mr Norris does indeed occupy a position because ‘positions’ in themselves, in the ordinary sense of the word, are designed for occupation by persons.  In this context the term ‘position’ needs to be looked at how it is commonly used in construction of English language and no just strictly how it is defined under the Sate Service Act.

9. … It is submitted that it is unlikely that the legislature intended that terms used in the State Service Act would be adverse as to how they are used commonly in society.”
	
We have some empathy with the sentiment expressed by the respondent. Nonetheless, we accept the force of the appellant’s construction that individuals do not ‘own’ a position. However to the extent that this constitutes a flaw in the Deputy President’s order, it  is technical in nature and capable of remedy without altering the intent of the decision.

We allow this aspect of ground 1 on this limited basis. Taken alone the ground is not of sufficient moment to uphold the appeal.

Ground 2

The Deputy President has erred in principle in not giving the construction of the Health and Human Services (Tasmanian State Service) Award, Part 111- “Classification and related matters” and Appendix 1 – “Translation Arrangements “the plain and ordinary meaning of the words and which reflects the intentions of the parties who framed the document.

This ground largely turns on whether the Deputy President fell into error in finding that the Food Safety Program and the Nutritional Banding are ‘policies’ as distinct from “guidelines, systems and processes” within the context of the B5 and B6 descriptors.

The Deputy President said:

“[170]	The importance of the food safety program was apparent throughout the evidence and submissions led by the parties.  The document is a legislative requirement for the accreditation and operation of the RHH kitchen and production centre facility.  The applicant submitted that the organisation cannot operate without it and that it is a significant component of the work that is undertaken by the Operational Manager.  This was supported in evidence by both the applicant and respondent witnesses.

[171]	The respondent submitted that as the food safety program was not a controlled document it could not be considered a policy.  I cannot support this point of view.  The award provides a definition of ‘Policy’ which is clear for classification purposes.  A policy is a document that implements a course of action through the creation, design, development, trial, testing and modification of that document.

[172]	Both the witnesses for the applicant and the respondent confirmed the importance of the food safety plan to the Food Services Unit and that its existence was mandatory for the RHH kitchen and production centre.  It was developed, implemented and modified by the Operational Manager. The food safety plan is clearly covered by the ‘Policy’ definition contained within the award and cannot be classed as an operational guideline or a list of procedures.  It is an integral directive to all employees within the Food Services Unit and contains other policy information such as dress codes which are specific for purpose.  As such I find the document to be a policy for the purposes of classification definitions.”

The appellant referred to the established principles of award construction which have been accepted by a Full bench of this Commission in T13586 of 2009 MASSA v ANF Leary P, Abey DP, McAlpine C - 4/2/2011 and ANF v MASSA(DHHS) T13858 of 2012 – 7 June 2012 and subsequently restated by Abey DP in T13858 of 2012.

In summary, the appellant contends that in applying a proper construction to an award provision, regard must be had for the industrial and legislative context and purpose of the provision and what was the mutuality of intention of the parties.

The appellant referred to the Reference Framework (clause 2 Part 3), highlighting its hierarchical nature and noting that at Bands 4, 5 and 6 “Work involves the maintenance and modification of guidelines, systems and processes according to a defined policy and regulatory operating environment. The operating environment is Agency specific in terms of organizational design, planning, structures and interpretation of government objectives.”

Whereas in Bands 7 and 8 “Work involves the interpretation and modification of policy and regulatory settings according to operational requirements (internal – how we work) and service delivery (external – what do we do) demands. A broader whole-of-Agency and /or whole-of-government perspective.”

The appellant submits that the first level of the classification descriptors that “involves developing and/or modifying operational program strategies, policies and rules… is Band 8”.

The Context and Framework for Band 8 refers to a “complex specialized environment which requires the development, implementation and modification of program- specific strategy, policy, principles, systems and processes which reflect corporate strategy, policy, regulatory and technological developments.”

It follows the appellant contends, that “no employee below Band 8 is required to develop policy under the classification structure.”

We accept that “context and purpose of an award” are relevant to award construction but would add that “ultimately a Court or Tribunal’s task is to give effect to the meaning to the meaning of the award as expressed by its words, objectively [as opposed to subjectively] construed. [Amcor Ltd v CFMEU]. Amcor Ltd v CFMEU [2005] 222CLR 241 at 69, 70 and 77-114

We accept that to satisfy Band 8 the key requirements would include the development of policy with at least a whole of agency focus. However, this is not necessarily the question that was before the Deputy President.

The SOD for the Operational Manager refers under ‘Focus of Duties’ to:

“Under the broad direction of the Manager Food Services, develop and implement food safety programs, policies, guidelines. Provide recommendations to the Manager of Food Services regarding required organizational or policy changes.”

On the evidence before the Deputy President, Mr Norris was tasked to write the Food Safety program, a program mandated by legislation and subject to annual audit. It is a document which is modified by Mr Norris on a regular basis.

Mr de Salis, the only witness for the employer, described the Food Safety program as an “internal department policy” and referred to a dictionary definition of policy as “plan of action,” a description which he said could be aptly applied to this program.

Our own view is that the document contains a mix of what might be commonly understood to be policy matters and other aspects which would likely be viewed as operational procedures.

The Deputy President referred to the definition of Policy in the award, which reads:

“create, design, develop, model, trial, test, modify, adopt or implement a course of action.”

The Deputy President tested the evidence against this definition and found that the “document to be a policy for the purposes of classifications definitions.”

The appellant contends that this finding is not open in that the Reference Framework is hierarchical, with ‘policy’ being the second highest level in the hierarchical framework. 

Whilst we accept the hierarchical notion of the Reference Framework, there is no tenet of award construction which, in this clause, definitively designates where in the descriptors ‘policy’, or for that matter, any other term, cuts in or out. They are simply definitions.

In our view the Deputy President properly considered the evidence before her and the conclusion she reached was reasonably open.

The relevant descriptors under consideration are:

“Band 5 

Focus
The work requires detailed planning, organizing, directing, controlling and coordination of resources and related activities.

Context and Framework
Work is undertaken within established guidelines, systems and processes with limited guidance required in applying specialised expertise to complex and challenging activities.

Band 6

Focus
A management role interprets policies, regulations and guidelines and designs and implements plans, systems and procedures to deliver services consistent with program objectives.



Context and Framework
The role operates with considerable independence in determining priorities, procedures and approach in implementing policies, plans, systems and procedures in a complex specialised environment.”

There is a danger in a consideration of this nature of an overly forensic analysis of one word (policy) with a consequent loss of perspective for the overall ‘feel’ of the role. Guidance can be found in clause 3 (Summary of Differences between General Stream Bands). This states that Band 5 work is “directed at coordinating and integrating the operational procedures…” whereas Band 6 work “applies to the decision-making framework.”

The B6 Focus descriptor refers to a “management role”. Apart from being titled Operational Manager (our emphasis), the selection criteria in the SOD identifies “Demonstrated managerial capacity…”.

Taken together, these elements clearly point to B6 rather than B5.

We conclude that whilst B6 may not perfectly describe the work undertaken by the Operational Manager in this context, it more closely relates to the duties than do the descriptors in B5.

In our view the Deputy President properly reviewed the evidence presented and reached a conclusion which was reasonably open. We detect no error.

Appeal Ground 2 is rejected.

Ground 3

The Deputy President has erred in principle in not accepting that the Health and Human Services (Tasmanian State Service) Award provisions governing translation and classifications and the Direction from a Full Bench in T13394 and T13411 is the process to be followed in determining the classification of duties undertaken by the employee.

In the decision the Deputy President states:

“[158]	The respondent advanced an argument at hearing that the principles of the assessment process as undertaken by DHHS should be upheld.  It is not for this Commission to review the process of translation assessment conducted by DHHS or any other agency.  Again the Commission’s role is to assess the role required of the Operational Manager in accordance with the classification descriptors and framework contained within the award.

[159]	During the hearing the applicant submitted the assessor of the SOD (Angela Powell) did not interview the incumbent.  This evidence was not refuted by the respondent.  This is a fundamental flaw in any argument advanced by the respondent.  Without interviewing the incumbent the assessor was not able to ascertain what Mr Norris saw as the true requirements of the role and was unable to test that information against information from other sources.

[160]	Whilst I am not seeking to review the translation process the fact that the assessment was less robust than it could have been, adds to my opinion that SODs are rarely definitive or fool proof as anomalies of this kind can often occur in the creation and evaluation of a SOD. A SOD is a document that reduces an occupation to words (role, responsibility and duties) and whilst they are important in the employer / employee relationship, they may not capture the entirety of the requirements of a role.”

The appellant referred to the Classification Resolution Process detailed in T13994 and which relevantly states:

“This process has been agreed by the public sector unions and endorsed by the TIC.
	
An employee who lodges a dispute with the TIC regarding the classification of their assigned duties is to provide:

(i)  The current Statement of Duties (SOD)

(ii)  A completed Form 5 – job Evaluation Questionnaire; and

(iii) The response to the request for a reclassification provided by
      an Agency during the internal Review Process.”

The appellant submits that the complimentary review process detailed by these overarching documents was to encourage a considered and disciplined approach from all participants in order that matters in dispute could be clearly highlighted and addressed. 

The appellant contends that the “Deputy President’s decision is erroneous in not accepting the Form 5 as essential to the review process, both generally as it applied throughout the Tasmanian State Service and specifically to Mr Norris. The Deputy President has then compounded this error by drawing the erroneous conclusion that the absence of an interview has weakened any evidence provided by the respondent.”

In our view the Deputy President did not repudiate the internal review process generally or the Form 5 evaluation specifically. Whilst the Award, in combination with T13994 is prescriptive insofar as the internal review process is concerned, neither document provides any guidance to (or constraint on) the Commission as to how disputes are dealt with. It follows that once a matter is referred the Commission will follow its normal course in hearing and determining the matter.

The respondent submits that the requirement “to provide “certain documents, including the Form 5, “has an innocuous plain and natural meaning. It cannot be read into the plain and natural meaning of those words, as the appellant contends, that because these documents are required to be provided that they then must be the only evidence that can be considered and used to the exclusion of all other evidence including witness testimony or that the Commission is compelled to give them a particular standard of weight.”

We agree with the respondent’s submission. The Deputy President in her decision was making it clear that she was hearing the matter afresh, which in our view is an appropriate course. 

We acknowledge that the Deputy President’ observation that the failure of the assessor to interview the incumbent “is a fundamental flaw in any argument advanced by the respondent” was arguably an overreach. A statement to the effect that the assessor did not have the advantage of interviewing the incumbent would have been sufficient and accurate.

Notwithstanding, the Deputy President’s observation was not a material consideration in her ultimate findings, in that clearly the matter proceeded by way of a rehearing, not a review of the internal resolution process.

We detect no error in the Deputy President’s approach.

Appeal ground 3 is rejected.

Ground 4

The Deputy President has erred in principle in not accepting that an agreed Statement of Duties was integral to the classification review process that was agreed by the parties to the Health and Human Services (Tasmanian State Service) Award, and which is reflected in the wording of this Award, as being the pivotal document in determining the classification of duties undertaken by an employee. 

The relevance of the SOD to the classification process was addressed by the Deputy President in the following extracts from the decision.

“[151]	The Full Bench decision of T13644 which is currently under appeal to the Supreme Court of Tasmania subscribed that the SOD was the “pivotal document” in that matter.  Whilst the relevance of this decision is questionable at this time, this issue needs addressing.  The majority decision stated:

“To have regard to qualifications or duties not required by the SOD is tantamount to declaring the SOD irrelevant.  It is our view that the SOD is the pivotal document on which a classification is determined.  It is the Head of Agency who decides the skills and qualifications required for performance of the work, not the incumbent…” Minister administering the State Service Act 2000 and Glenn E Gibson T13644 of 2010 – majority decision para 57

[152]	It is fundamental that an employee must be paid according to the correct classification in the award for the work that is required to be carried out for that occupation.  Furthermore it was clear from evidence led by the respondent’s own witness that the requirements of the role were in excess of those contained in the SOD.

[153]	Whilst both parties submitted that the SOD was the primary document for such a dispute I cannot agree with this.  The pivotal document must, in fact, be the award and more particularly the classification descriptors contained within it.  The award has legal standing and is the document that underpins workplace entitlements and the classification and remuneration framework of employees.  Nowhere in the decision of T13411 does it say that the SOD has primacy over the award.

[154]	I agree that a high performing employee who acts outside of the requirements of a role, for reasons of their own, should not rely on those additional duties for the purposes of a re-classification.  However, where the requirements of a role are not appropriately reflected in a SOD, those duties should form part of any assessment for classification purposes.  The translation process entered into by the parties to this dispute failed to resolve the matter.  This dispute now requires determination on the evidence before this Commission.”

[160]	Whilst I am not seeking to review the translation process the fact that the assessment was less robust than it could have been, adds to my opinion that SODs are rarely definitive or fool proof as anomalies of this kind can often occur in the creation and evaluation of a SOD. A SOD is a document that reduces an occupation to words (role, responsibility and duties) and whilst they are important in the employer/employee relationship, they may not capture the entirety of the requirements of a role.

[161]	The respondent made a number of submissions relating to the high level performance of Mr Norris in his role as Operational Manager, inferring that Mr Norris was operating outside of his SOD and undertaking duties which were not a requirement of the role.  Certainly there was evidence led that Mr Norris undertook major project work which was not seen as part of his role and for which he received additional remuneration by way of a higher duties allowance.

[162]	However, when the respondent questioned its own witness, Mr De Salis, about whether Mr Norris operated outside what was required of him in his role.  Mr De Salis said:

	“…I think we all do over and above what’s in the statement of duties.  The day to day items on there are fully covered, yet the nature of the business does call for additional work to be done over and above that’s in the statement of duties and because of the nature of the business it is difficult to determine in words what is required on a daily basis.” Transcript – R De Salis – page 75 line 20 (my emphasis)

[163]	Whilst Mr Sales contended that he didn’t agree with Mr De Salis’ testimony, I believe Mr De Salis would be more knowledgeable on these issues and I accept his evidence on this matter.

[164]	Clearly the Food Service Manager is of the opinion that the Operational Manager is required “on a daily basis” to carry out additional work over and above that that is contained in the SOD.  This is not suggesting that Mr Norris occasionally has to work outside his SOD but that it is a daily occurrence.  Evidence from both Mr Norris and Mr De Salis showed Mr Norris acts with autonomy in his role as Operational Manager writing and modifying the food safety program, the Banding Structure and any other policy type document (dress policy) required to be modified as part of the food safety program.  In this regard it could be argued that he carries out work that is in excess of that even envisaged by Band 6.  He develops tender specifications, acts autonomously when dealing with external clients, even identifying and pursuing new clients to increase business for the Food Services Unit.

[165]	Further Mr De Salis’ evidence shows that the SOD is a guiding document but, because of the nature of the business, it simply cannot reduce into words all the requirements of the role.

The appellant takes issue with a number of the Deputy President’s observations and contends:

“…the duties assigned to an employee are what the organisation requires to be undertaken. This is reflected in the SOD. This is the principle document that details the work an individual employee is required to undertake. The relevance of a particular SOD to what the the employee actually does may be subject to question, but not the legislative primacy of this instrument in describing and defining the relationship of the organisation and the employee. Whilst the contents of an individual SOD may be questionable, its importance is indisputable.” 

In support of this contention, the appellant refers to Employment Direction No. 11 which states:

“6.2 Before appointing a person, or promoting an employee, the Head of Agency must ensure that the relevant statement of duties is current, and that the selection criteria accurately reflect the work value of the position and the requirements necessary for efficient performance of the duties.”

Further, the appellant contends the agreed Classification Resolution Process mandates that the SOD which is ultimately before the Commission in an external review consideration, is an accurate and definitive reflection of the duties required and level of responsibility.

The appellant submits:

“… the wording (of the SOD) is agreed. It is now not open for Mr Norris, or his manager, Mr De Salis, to claim that Mr Norris works over and above what is described. It was, and is, incumbent on both Mr Norris and Mr De Salis to ensure the SOD was accurate. It was agreed, and understood by the Agency, that this was the case.

The Deputy President has erred in not accepting the pivotal role of a SOD in determining the correct classification. The Deputy President has misinterpreted the relationship of a SOD and the award in general and classification descriptors in particular. It follows that it is not open for the Deputy President to conclude that an agreed SOD is inaccurate or that the incumbent works beyond it.”

There are aspects of this ground which go firstly to broader principles which have general application, and secondly, the specifics of the application before the Deputy President. We deal with each in turn.

The Deputy President’s observation in para 153 as to the primacy of the award over the SOD is the legally correct position. It is possible that the Deputy President and the appellant are slightly at cross purposes as to the issue in contention, but the legal and industrial integrity of the Deputy President’s comment is valid.

In para 154 the Deputy President correctly distinguished the high performing employee, who for reasons of their own act outside the requirements of the role, from the circumstance whereby the requirements of a role are not appropriately reflected in a SOD.

The latter situation is not unusual in our experience. SOD reviews can lag behind structural and vocational developments and advances in the workplace and it may take an event, such as a vacancy, to bring matters to a head. We readily accept, however, that given the structured rigor of the internal classification resolution process, including the notion of an agreed SOD emerging at the end of the process, that such events arising out of the current classification exercise would or should be rare.

Such circumstances cannot however be ruled out. Even with an ‘agreed’ SOD, the realities of the workplace might mean that an individual is required to work beyond the scope of the relevant SOD. If that was proven on the evidence, then it would be incumbent on the Commission to take that evidence into account.

A more likely scenario is that the words of a SOD may need clarification and/or interpretation. The evidence of Mr De Salis was “….because of the nature of the business it is difficult to determine in words what is required on a daily basis.”

The Deputy President observed in para 160:

“A SOD is a document that reduces an occupation to words (role, responsibility, and duties) and whilst they are important in the employer/employee relationship, they may not capture the entirety of the requirements of the role.”

We have no quarrel with this observation. On reflection we prefer the expression ”the SOD is a pivotal document on which a classification is determined” rather than “the pivotal document” as stated by the majority in T13644 (our emphasis).

Turning to the specific matter before the Commission, in our view the Deputy President placed an unnecessary emphasis on the evidence Mr De Salis going to the question of Mr Norris working beyond his SOD.

 His evidence was prefaced by the expression “I think we all do over and above what’s in the statement of duties.” Mr De Salis did not actually identify the duties which he considered fell outside the terms of the SOD. In para 164 the Deputy President identifies preparation of tender documents and autonomous dealings with external clients, as examples of duties which might have fallen outside the SOD.

There is no dispute that Mr Norris actually performs these duties. In our view they can be comfortably accommodated as a sub-set of the following expressions found in the SOD:

“Work as an effective member of the team by participating in departmental projects that will enhance business growth and quality assurance. 

Adhere to Agency procurement protocols and procedures.”

In our experience it is increasingly the norm, particularly for more senior roles, for SODs to be expressed in terms of broad responsibilities and objectives, rather than precisely identified duties.

We agree with Mr Jacobson’s observation to the effect that the duties of Mr Norris are captured within the existing SOD Transcript p40-41. 

The Deputy President’s apparent reliance on this aspect of Mr De Salis’ evidence was unnecessary rather than an error. There appears to be no dispute that Mr Norris did this work and it was tested by the Deputy President against the descriptors. Whether or not it specifically appears in the SOD is not material to the final outcome.

We reject appeal ground 4.

Ground 5

The Deputy President has erred in principle in giving weight to an irrelevant matter by accepting untendered and unverified evidence which is outside the relevant timeframe for determining the classification of the duties undertaken by an employee.

There are several aspects to this ground.

Relevant timeframe

The appellant contends that aspects of the document fell outside the relevant time frame. In particular, reference to the Cambridge Production centre and the Dress and Grooming policy.

The respondent referred to the evidence of Mr Norris who said that the Food Safety Program was first developed in 2006 Transcript p 45-46 and had been updated regularly since to comply with new requirements. In his evidence Mr Norris said “it is a living document, it changes constantly.”  Transcript p 47

The Deputy President said:

“[156] Unfortunately the period of time it has taken to exhaust the award processes and to lodge this dispute with the Commission has made the job very difficult.  On numerous occasions the applicant, the respondent and their witnesses were required to check their submissions and testimony to reflect what the case was in 2009, rather than what is current practice.  That made for confused testimony and effectively two lots of evidence about the role.

[157]	Some tasks and/or responsibilities of the Operational Manager role from 2009 are no longer carried out or required, however I conclude on the evidence that the overall “feel” of the role has not changed in that time.”

The Deputy President was clearly aware of the issues in terms of timing and took them into account. We are satisfied that the timing issues raised by the appellant do not have a material impact on soundness of the decision.

The question as to whether this document can be considered a ‘policy’ has been dealt with in Ground 2.

Nutritional Banding

The appellant contends that the Deputy President has given significant weight to untendered or unverified evidence with regards to a document referred to as the “Nutritional Banding Structure.”

The respondent contends that this matter was in the consideration of the parties and the parties through the evidence of Mr Norris, who, it is contended, gave a thorough explanation of the National Banding Structure and how it came about. Transcript p 38-41 Further, the respondent asserts that the employer did not raise an objection to Mr Norris’ description of the Nutritional Banding Structure even though the document itself was not tendered.

Section 20(1)(c) of the Act states that in the exercise of its jurisdiction, the Commission- 

“(c) is not bound by the rules of evidence, but may inform itself on any matter in such a way as it thinks just,…”

We are satisfied that the Deputy President did not fall into error in taking into account the evidence of Mr Norris in relation to the ‘Nutritional Banding Structure’, notwithstanding the fact that the document was not formally tendered.

Is the Food Services Department at RHH unique?

The following extracts from the decision are relevant to this ground:

[23]	Mr Norris gave evidence that he has been employed by the Department of Health and Human Services, Southern Tasmania Health Organisation, in the Food Services area as the Operational Manager since October 2007.  Immediately prior to that he was acting in the role.  The Food Services area runs the largest production kitchen in Tasmania.  It produces 1.2 million meals a year for four forms of diets, whilst also providing food for external clients (some aged care facilities, child care facilities, the Prison and also Mental Health).  The kitchen also services retail commercial clients such as Legs and Breasts.

[53]	Mr Norris contends the work he undertakes influences policy requiring knowledge gained through extensive experience.  He believes the facility he works in is unique as it encompasses provision of nutrition to patients and also the provision of food to external customers in a commercial environment.  It is a requirement of Mr Norris’ role that he provide recommendations to the Food Services Manager on any changes that might be required on these key activities.  He states this refers to dot points 2 and 3 of his SOD under ‘Focus of Duties’.  Mr Norris states his advice on operational plans is considered authoritative by his management.

[94]	The Operational Manager is responsible for food production, food distribution and the cafeteria which form the major functional areas within the Food Services Unit.  This includes a food production facility that is not like any other food facility in that he is responsible for providing specific nutrition to clients as well as operating as a large-scale commercial kitchen.

[193]	I accept the evidence and submissions of the applicant that the food production facilities associated with the RHH are unique in Tasmania and the activities associated with the Operational Manager’s role are “complex and significant for functional unit outcomes”.

The appellant contends that the Deputy President gave undue weight to the misplaced notion that the Food Services role, operation and service provision is unique.

The appellant instanced the Food Services Departments at THO–N and THO-NW which, it asserts, operate on a similar business model with comparable scale. Further, aged care residential facilities, child care facilities and private hospitals operate to the same nutritional and food safety standards.

The respondent refutes this contention referring to the evidence of Mr Norris: Transcript p 36

“We’re the largest production kitchen in Tasmania. We produce 1.2million meals a year from four diets for your normal patients right through you’re your dysphasia patients….we do food for outside clients…aged care facilities, we do child care facilities; we do food into the prison; we also do Mental Health, and I’ve got some outside clients that are retail commercial clients.”

The respondent submits the sheer size and outside services accommodated make this service unique. Further, the employer did not make any contention below which is consistent with the submission now being advanced.

This is essentially an exercise in semantics. Whilst there are operations with have a similar business model in Tasmania, we are satisfied that none have the scale or breadth of operation of the Food Services Department at the RHH.

We conclude that the Deputy President did not fall into error in finding that the service was ‘unique’.

Appeal ground 5 is rejected.

Ground 6

The Deputy President has erred in principle by not giving sufficient weight to relevant evidence regarding the Agency assessment and evaluation process in determining the classification of the duties undertaken by an employee.

The relevant extracts from the decision are:

“[51]	Mr Norris states that he directly supervises some 90 employees and ensures their adherence to the food safety program.  He is also responsible for broad human resource management of these employees and is required to undertake activities in the following key areas:

Business planning and development;
Process improvement and quality assurance
Develop tender specifications
Tender non-compliance and secondary compliance audits
Develop Memorandums of Understanding
Risk management activities
Asset management/maintenance

[203]	The Operational Manager manages 90 subordinates over the areas of the production centre, the distribution centre and the cafeteria.  The respondent submitted that the manager above Mr Norris (Mr De Salis) had control of 128 subordinates.  This is an irrelevant argument when comparing the descriptors to the requirements of the role.  The Operational Manager handles most human resource issues directly which involve rostering, training and, as at March 2009, included the approval of overtime.  He ensures the employees under his control are compliant with the food safety program and other operational guidelines.  He not only provides authoritative advice and solutions about regulations and guidelines, he modifies and implements changes required by regulations.  The Band 5 descriptors do not encompass “advice or recommendations, solutions in implementing complex rules, regulations, guidelines”.  The role is operating in excess of the Band 5 descriptors.  Accordingly, I find the requirements of the Operational Manager role ‘Interpersonal Skills’ best fits the Band 6 descriptors.”  

The appellant contends that the Deputy President erred in determining that the managerial component of Mr Norris’ role extends to 90 subordinates.

The appellant contends that the management  function is shared among a number of individuals (12 as of March 2009) and that human resource responsibilities are shared between the Operational Manager and the Business Support Officer, with the latter undertaking the administrative aspects of these functions.

It is submitted that the conclusions the Deputy President has drawn reflect a misunderstanding of the structure and function of Food Services operations, including the human resource management roles. The appellant submits:

“The claim made regarding the management and supervision required of the Operations (sic) Manager is grossly exaggerated and does not reflect the evidence tendered….This has had the effect of providing support for concluding that these aspects of the role satisfy some of the components of the classification criteria. This is an error in principle when the evidence provided shows the distribution of management roles is spread across quite a number of people and across quite a range of functions. The error has had an influence on the determination that is unjustified by the evidence.”

The SOD for the Operational Manager states that there are 90 subordinates. It would be highly unusual in a management structure for one individual to have direct and sole responsibility for the supervision and management of 90 subordinates, and the Deputy President has not made this finding.

Para 51 is part of a summary (as distinct from a verbatim record) of Mr Norris’ evidence.

In para 203, (which is a finding), the Deputy President states that “The Operational Manager manages 90 subordinates…”(our emphasis). This in our view is an accurate description of the position and does not infer that there are no other intermediary or shared management/supervisory roles.

The Deputy President did not conclude, as contended by the appellant, that Mr Norris claimed to take on “most human resource issues.” The correct construction of para 203 is that the Operational Manager handles most human resource issues directly “which involve rostering, training, and, as at March 2009, included the approval of overtime.” Again, we consider this to be an accurate finding.

The conclusions of the Deputy President were reasonably open and we do not detect any error.

Appeal ground 6 is rejected.

Ground 7

The Deputy President has erred in principle in replacing the Award definition of “best fit” with another definition that is irrelevant to the exercise of determining the classification of the duties undertaken by an employee.

The award defines ‘best fit’ as follows:

“Best Fit:

The job components have equal weight or effect and no description within a component has more importance than another.  Some descriptors, however, are more relevant in describing different types of work than others, and therefore will have more influence in classifying that work.  Naturally, not each and every descriptor applies to any individual job.  These descriptors are appropriately used when particular descriptors of job components and the overall theme or “feel” of a particular band provides the “best fit” to an employee’s duties.

In using the descriptors it is important to consider particular organisational arrangements, such as the reporting relationships above and below specifically assigned duties.”

The Deputy President referred to the majority decision in T13644 as this had been raised by the employer. The majority concluded:

	“[178]	…”We agree with the basic premise of Ms Fitton’s submission and consider that “best fit” has a similar meaning to “major and substantial” when it refers to the determination of a classification level.  Both mean that the classification level should reflect what work the employee is required to perform for the major part of his/her time at work and takes into account skills and qualifications necessary to do so.  It does not intend an exercise of cherry picking certain requirements and selecting the “best” to allow a favourable reclassification.  It does not take into account “one off” events such as special projects and short term events or matters already considered in the initial classification determination.  We are of the view that the major and substantial expression satisfies the overall theme or “feel” of a particular band.”

Noting that the term ‘major and substantial’ had not been raised in submissions before the Full Bench, the Deputy President proceeded to consider the authorities relevant to this expression. The Deputy President concluded:

“[183]	The term ‘major and substantial’ is an industrial test to determine the scope of award coverage.  I find that ‘best fit’ cannot have a similar meaning to ‘major and substantial’.  Clearly one deals with the application of a relevant award and the other deals with the assessment of a role within classification descriptors.

[184]	Having dealt with what ‘best fit’ is not, I now have to address the meaning of ‘best fit’.  A previous decision of Abey P (then Abey DP) accepted the argument advanced by Mr R Hitchcock representing MASSA (DHHS) as to the meaning of ‘best fit’:

		“Quantitative and temporal factors expressed as percentages or otherwise are relevant but not necessarily its sole determinant and picture.  I think it’s also worthwhile noting that the level of importance of the regularity of the task can be just as significant in terms of defining what a job is, as how often it is performed.

		I agree that this is the correct approach.”

[185]	I also agree with Abey DP in that approach.  The classification of a role cannot come down to a simplistic mathematical percentage; it must consider the importance of and regularity of a task performed by the incumbent.

-

[187]	‘Best fit’ must consider the importance of all tasks and the regularity with which they are performed as a requirement of the role.

[188]	In the terms of the approach above, ‘best fit’ can only mean the classification band must encapsulate descriptors which take account of the importance of all tasks or duties and not merely the regularity of performance of some of them.  ‘Best fit’ cannot simply propose that as only a small proportion of the role operates at a high level (i.e. expertise) that the role cannot be classified at a high level.  It must also take account of the importance of that part of the role.”

The appellant contends that ‘major and substantial’ is a valid interpretation of the meaning of “best fit” as it applies to an assessment of the most appropriate classification under the award. Further, it is submitted, the conclusion reached by the Deputy President is not consistent with the principles of award construction. The appellant does not, however, indicate why. 

The notion of ‘best fit’ is critical to the application of the award descriptors to any designated role. The majority in T13644 adopted the principle of ‘major and substantial’ without the benefit of argument from the parties. In the circumstances we consider that it was open for the Deputy President to consider the authorities relating to this principle.

The Deputy President’s analysis of the authorities was thorough and we agree with the conclusion in para 183 that the term is an industrial test to determine the scope of award coverage. We also agree that the expression should not be extended to ‘best fit’ as it applies in the award.

Had the parties to the award intended that the concept of ‘majority’ or ‘most’ was to apply, then they would have presumably adopted such an expression. Instead the parties chose the expression “overall theme or ‘feel’ …”

We agree with the Deputy President’s conclusions found at paras 185, 187 and 188.

We reject appeal ground 7.

Conclusion

The appeal is dismissed and the substance of the Deputy President’s decision is confirmed. We find that classification of Band 5 to be in breach of the Award which is remedied by the following order. As foreshadowed in Appeal Ground 1, we amend the order to properly reflect the relationship between the Act, the SSA and the award.

In the decision handed down on 27 May 2013 we foreshadowed that, in the event that the Deputy President’s decision was confirmed, interest would be payable on the amount calculated to be owing to Mr Norris as at 11 April 2013.

It was put for the appellant that the appropriate interest rate to apply in these circumstances is that which applies in the Federal Court and has been adopted by the Fair Work Commission. The Respondent urges us to adopt the post-judgment rate set out in the Tasmanian Supreme Court Rules.

We were referred to the recent decision of the Full Bench of the Fair Work Commission in Kaizen Hospital Kaizen Hospitals (Malvern) Pty Ltd T/A Malvern Private Hospital; Kaizen Hospitals (Mountain District) Pty Ltd  T/A Melbourne Eastern Private Hospital; Kaizen Hospitals (Essendon) Pty Ltd T/A Essendon Private Hospital [2013] FWCFB 3493 (original footnotes removed)
	 which dealt with the question of the appropriate interest rate to apply where a stay is given to the operation of an order under appeal. According to the Full Bench:

“[14] The condition attached to the stay order was directed to addressing the detriment which would be suffered by employees entitled to additional payments under one of the agreements but for the stay in the event that the appeal was unsuccessful. The requirement to pay interest is analogous to the purpose of pre-judgement in interest to compensate a party for the loss or detriment suffered by being “kept out of (their) money”. For that purpose, we are guided by the approach of the Full Court in Management 3 Group: 
“The proper rate of interest to be applied should be the rate prevailing from time to time in the market place which would represent the cost of the money to a successful applicant.”
[15] The rate of interest to be applied in this case should be addressed to the detriment to employees, to whom the agreements apply arising from the delay in the payment of increases in wages and other payments as a result of the operation of the stay order, focusing on the cost of the money to them. In our view, this focus is addressed to the cost to the employees of otherwise accessing the money they would have received but for the operation of the stay order, rather than the return on those monies, if invested, had they received the money –borrowing rates rather than deposit rates.”
We respectfully adopt the reasoning of the Full Bench and find that the appropriate rate of interest to apply to the monies owed to Mr Norris from the date of the order is the amount calculated by reference to the Practice Note of the Federal Court of Australia CM16, effectively a rate 4% above the cash rates set by the Reserve Bank of Australia for the periods 1 January to 30 June and 1 July to 31 December in any year. 

We note that the rate adopted in consistent with the rate adopted by the Tasmanian Supreme court for pre-judgment matters.

Order

Pursuant to Section 31[1] of the Act it is ordered that:

	With effect from 5 March 2009, the Head of Agency assign the classification of Band 6 to the duties of the role of Operational Manager, Southern Tasmania Health Organisation, Food Services, position No.508038. 


	Interest is payable on the amount owing as 11 April 2013 which is to be calculated at the rate of 7% from 11 April 2013 and 6.75% from 1 July 2013. 
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